
                                  South Mumbai already has the

              tall green Ambani residential building with high LEED rating

                and soon it will also get the tallest and greenest apartment 

block – Palais Royale at Worli. These two buildings seem to best 

epitomise the sickness that has befallen the green building 

movement in the country and perhaps worldwide. Both these 

buildings are exclusively for the super-rich. They consume many 

times more resources per occupant than any other building in 

Mumbai and yet one can see internet references to Antilla being the 

greenest building in the world and Palais Royale to be the tallest 

LEED platinum pre-certified green building (read most efficient) in 

the world.



in resource use not just in comparative numbers. Take the fuel 
efficiency of automobiles for instance. More efficient cars should 
be considered as steps towards sustainability only if they result 
in actual reduction in fuel use otherwise they should remain mere 
technical improvements. In the western world with saturation

of car ownership, the usefulness of more efficient cars is 
debatable because people with such cars tend to drive much 
more. In a growing economy like India with rising car ownership, 
such improvements have never resulted in reduction of fuel use 
and are quite meaningless as steps towards sustainability. The 
measure of efficiency used is important as well. Car manufactur-
ers quote only kilometer per litre of fuel that cannot be used for 
comparing (un)sustainability when the distance traveled per 
passenger, and the fuel price is elastic.
   Total fuel used for transportation, per person per annum 
would be far more effective as a measure of sustainability. It 
would be a complex task to measure this but once measured, it 
will be simple to understand and difficult to fudge.

                                              Energy is the most important 
resource to consider for buildings and energy-efficiency is 
measured in kwh/sq m/year or simply energy use per square 
metre of built space.Other resources have similar units. Average 
Indian family accommodation varies from 10 sqm to 1000 sqm 
(the range is actually wider) and measuring energy use by 
square metres of built space means that living in equally efficient 
buildings, poor families can use practically no energy at all while 
the rich with large dwellings could use whatever they want. Even 
in western countries with a narrower range of dwelling sizes, the 
result of this system of measurement is to let families with larger 
dwellings units consume more energy while appearing to be 
energy efficient! The only equitable measure for efficiency that 
ought to be used is ‘per person’, say, kwh/occupant/year. Such a 
measure would immediately throw open a traditionally used 
conservation technique,one that has been forgotten.Reduction in 
floor space per occupant would conserve resources and improve

                                            The confusion around sustainability 
began with the internationally accepted but imperfect definition
of sustainability provided by the Brundtland Commission- 
“sustainable development is that which meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of the future 
generations to take care of theirs”. While this definition implies 
that there is a limit to the rate at which resources may be 
consumed by the present generation, it does not recognise that 
the present generation uses resources inequitably. There are 
pockets of high levels of consumption that deny others their 
rightful share of resources. In this situation, technical 
improvements in efficiency of resource use can be considered as 
steps towards sustainability only if these result in actual reduction 

   The proponents of green buildings and the rating systems 
declare them to be sustainable. No connection has ever been 
established between green buildings and sustainability but that 
does not prevent even knowledgeable people from claiming 
green buildings to be the best route to sustainability. All new 
government buildings are supposed to be Griha compliant and 
the private construction industry has come to accept LEED as 
the best certificate of good behaviour that they can use to sell 
their projects. What makes it possible for such fraudulent claims 
to sustainability to be accepted by society and how have  they 
go on to become the basis for government policy? 



 efficiency. Technical fixes would still be available to improve 
efficiency. 
   Energy efficiency = (kwh/sqm/year) x (sqm/occupant) = 
Energy use per occupant per year.
This measure would not be difficult to calculate and it will strip 
away all false claims to efficiency. The two Mumbai buildings 
mentioned earlier would come nowhere near a green certificate.

                              One  definition of sustainability that 
takes social equity into account  and that is more appropriate 
for India is  “sustainable development is that which meets the 
needs of all in the present generation without compromising 
the ability of others in present and future generations to take 
care of theirs.” The slight change in the standard definition 
implies that a few people or peoples may not hog resources to 
the detriment of the rest of the world. At the same time, the 
present day resource use needs to be limited to a sustainable 
level. The validity of this definition is borne out by the fact that 
international negotiations on climate control are all about 
dealing with these two issues. Unfortunately, within the 
country this definition is not used very much, not at all by the 
government departments that deal with buildings and urban 
development.  

Business, green or otherwise, is driven by the assump-
tion that we can forever continue to grow or achieve higher 
consumption levels - bigger cars, bigger houses, more food, 
more vacations etc. The idea of perpetual growth has been 
questioned many times but the question does not seem to 
matter as people’s aspirations are skewed by the effect of 
incessant marketing.

Globalisation has come to mean that the world should have but 
one standard for all, and that cannot be the anything other than 
the standard of living achieved by the industrialised countries. 
The people of rich industrialised countries are also subjected 
to marketing pitch and the expectation of a higher standard of 
living. The world is therefore locked in a spiral of ever 
increasing aspirations and an ever increasing ecological 



standard of living is being actually achieved is debatable. Often 
the apparent improvement in lifestyle are without substance. 
There are many studies that indicate that the level of well-being 
is decreasing while levels of consumption are increasing. 
From the point of sustainability, it is perhaps most important 
that clear distinction be made between real and apparent 

One piece of informa-
tion, quoted frequently by proponents of green building 
rating systems is that buildings are responsible for more 
than 40 percent of global energy use and one third of global 
greenhouse gas emissions. Further, that the Building Sector 
has the largest potential for delivering long-term savings and 
significant and cost-effective greenhouse gas emission 
reductions. Buildings are also responsible for more than 
95% of child births. Perhaps buildings should also be 
considered as having the greatest potential for reduction in 
birth rate!

The truth is that it is not the buildings that consume 40% of the 
energy; it is what people do inside the buildings. Same way it 
is true for child birth also. With the commonly accepted notion 
about energy and buildings, the energy consumption that is 
directly related to buildings and the energy savings that will 
result from efficient ‘green’ buildings has been grossly 
overestimated. Post construction analysis of the impact of 
BedZED ( Beddington Zero Energy Development, England) a 
project built with the best available green technology resulting 
in about 50% less energy consumption, shows that the actual 
difference in the ”ecological footprint” (overall energy use) of 
the development may be no more than four percent. The



change due to green buildings that save only 10-20 
per cent of energy consumed within the building will 
be quite insignificant. During the nineteen eighties when 
information technology first came to be applied to buildings, it 
was claimed commonly by vendors that information technol-
ogy would save 10-20 per cent energy consumption in air 
conditioning and lighting. Later studies showed that the 
realeffectf the application of IT to building management was 
toreduce the number of people required to operate
the building and most buildings did not show any

significant savings in energy consumption that would not 
have been possible otherwise. We are now going through the 
“green envelope” phase where it is claimed that improve-
ments in building envelope construction will make significant 
difference to global energy consumption. Every post 
construction survey of green rated buildings shows poor 
results.

While the effect of green envelopes has 
been overestimated, the effect of buildings on resources 
consumed outside them has been neglected. Selling green 
town plans is more difficult than selling green buildings. 
Buildings are the defining nodes of urban networks and they 
affect resources used for transportation, food and water supply, 
solid and liquid waste disposal, energy supply, distribution of 
goods and services. Studies indicate that the energy savings 
in the larger urban environment are potentially greater than 
what can be achieved by tweaking building envelopes.

Green technology has been applied to buildings as a 
series of technical fixes, each dealing with a specific aspect of 
resource use. There are two possible ways of changing the 
limited effect of such fixes. First, by looking at entire systems, 
not just at system components, the solutions that present 
themselves with the larger perspective are usually far more 
powerful and may be entirely new. Take the problem of car 
parking for residential and commercial buildings in urban areas



Construction of basements with several floors, over pretty much 
the entire site is becoming quite common. According to 
regulations applicable to metros, parking areas need to be 
almost equal to floor areas of the buildings. Many different 
technical solutions are now available. Over ground parking 
structures, automatic parking systems etc. are possible 
solutions. But proper planning of land uses around the site may 
result in dramatic reduction in parking needs and the objective of 
providing adequate parking may be achieved with zero cost! 

The second method is to measure the effectiveness of 
improvements in resource use efficiency by the positive 
behavioural changes it brings about. Often technical fixes bring 
about negative changes in behaviour. Improvements in fuel 
efficiency of cars results in increased driving, longer commutes 
etc. that tend to negate the gains in efficiency. Improvement in 
car technology- lower emissions, better fuel efficiency etc., 
wider roads with better signals and more parking all have similar 
effects.  Provision of bicycle tracks, public transport, safer and 
more interesting walkways and better education would be other 
solutions that will lead to positive behavioural changes. 

Unfortunately the systems approach is completely missing 
in the technology heavy world of green buildings and the idea of 
behavioural change is not recognised as the possible goal for 
green techniques at all. 


	
	
	
	
	
	

